The article deals with three points that refer to two important Jewish institutions of the age of emancipation, that is, the Jewish Theological Seminary of Breslau and the Rabbinical College of Padua: (1) how these Rabbinical schools were founded, (2) their courses and programs, and (3) the inspiration behind them. A comparison is outlined on the ground of these three points. The conclusion reminds the closing of these two schools, in 1938 the fi rst and in 1871 the second, because of external events: the uprising of German antisemitism and the constitution of Italian State; and how the interesting fi gure of Sabato Morais, the founder in 1887 and fi rst president of the Jewish Theological Seminary in New York, which prepares Conservative Rabbis, could in a sense be considered the heir of both these schools.
The founding of the institutes: the Jewish and non-Jewish context
The Breslau Seminary-as the historians of German Judaism of the nineteenth century tell us 1 -was founded in 1854, thanks to a legacy from Jonas Fränkel for the creation of a Jewish rabbinical school that was to be more innovative than those already in existence. It was the first genuinely modern institute for training rabbis in those parts of Europe mainly inhabited by Ashkenazi Jews. A college had been founded in Metz in 1825, but it took off after transferring to Paris in 1859; and other colleges were to be founded only in 1872 in Berlin, in 1877 in Budapest, and in 1893 in Vienna. Fränkel had supported Abraham Geiger in his battle in Breslau against the orthodox wing of the community since he had arrived as a rabbi in the city in 1840, invited by the liberal wing. But it was the Prague-born Zacharias Frankel, then a rabbi in Dresden, who was chosen to direct the Seminary, because of his more orthodox position regarding observance of the Mitzvot compared with Geiger's, although they shared the same historical and scientific approach to the sources of Judaism. Frankel invited Heinrich Graetz, Jacob Bernays, Manuel Joël, and Benedict Zuckermann to teach at the Seminary, men with a historical, scientific, philosophical, and literary background as well as one in Judaism. They were scholars trained in general culture as well as in Jewish culture and religion.
The Seminary originated, then, as an initiative within the Jewish community of Breslau. From the start, it was part of the bitter discussion that, since the early nineteenth century, had been taking place in German Jewry between the followers of a reform that was to have significantly modified the liturgy of the synagogue and the forms of worship-on the basis of a new way of looking at the tradition-and the followers of Judaism in the form it had taken on since the Talmudic period and had maintained into the Middle Ages. The impulse behind the Rabbinical College of Padua, by contrast, came from outside, and its origins combined both the traditionalist and the reforming wings of Italian-speaking Jewry, which was in the main disposed toward dialogue with the nonJewish world and modern culture.
The Italian researcher Maddalena Del Bianco Cotrozzi, who has reconstructed the history of the College of Padua with many details and documents, 2 has recalled in a contribution where she synthetically gives the results of her investigation, 3 how, after the Congress of Vienna in 1815, the tolerance the Hapsburgs had shown since the end of the eighteenth century for the various religions to be found in the Empire, which were, in principle, on the same level as Catholic Christianity, began to be accompanied by a desire for greater control, with the aim of preventing dissidence and rebellion:
In the climate of the Restoration the Hapsburgs had extended […] to the Jews of Veneto the legislation already in force in Lombardy and the other provinces of the Empire, the result of their Jewish policy from Charles VI onwards, particularly that of Joseph II. Now they also tried to intervene in the cultural situation of the Jews, whom they wanted to integrate and make good, faithful subjects, but also subject to careful control. The resolution of Francis I of 29 January 1820, as well as making secular education obligatory for Jews too, required rabbis to have "fundamental knowledge in the philosophical sciences and Jewish religious instruction". For the first time, then, the problem of the training of rabbis was being faced, particularly that of the chief rabbi, who was seen as a sort of functionary and guide of Jewish congregations. From an institutional point of view, the Padua College originated in two regulations: the sovereign resolution of January 1820 and the sovereign resolution setting up the school of 8 November 1825. Work on the project of setting up the new rabbinical school went on between 1820 and 1825. It was carried out by representatives of the Jewish communities of Hapsburg-dominated Lombardy and Veneto and promoted by the imperial authority: these were, mainly, the communities of Venice, Mantua (which was also responsible for the Jewish community of Milan, consisting of just a few families at that time), Padua, Verona, and Rovigo and also the small communities of some small towns in the vicinity of Mantua: Ostiano, Bozzolo, Rivarolo, Sabbioneta, Viadana, Pomponesco, Revere, and Sermide. The assembly of the representatives took the name of Conferenza Israelita del Regno Lombardo-Veneto [Israelite Conference of the Kingdom of Lombardy and Veneto] and conveyed its decisions to the Governments of Milan and Venice, which passed them on to Vienna. However, the Conference did not break up after the school was founded in Padua in 1829, as it went on supporting it until 1836. There were various reasons for the choice of Padua as the location for the College: it was a city with an ancient community, it had been a centre of Jewish culture since the Middle Ages, and the Faculty of Medicine at the University had welcomed Jewish students from every part of Europe for several centuries, giving rise to a lively, cosmopolitan, intellectual environment.
In its work, the Conference welcomed the suggestions that reached it not only from the rabbis of the various communities who were most closely tied to traditional studies but also from those-living in the geographical area involved-who expressed the need for a profound renewal of Judaism in the spirit of the Enlightenment, partly drawing on the rationalist tendencies already fl ourishing in the Italian communities, particularly during the Renaissance, and partly drawing on the critical tendencies to be found in the German-speaking Jewish world. would instruct future rabbis in "divine and human sciences"-meaning both religious and secular culture-and make them learned in ancient and modern languages. In spite of the diff erent positions, there was, however, a united and animated participation in the discussion, and disagreements in the Jewish community were resolved mostly within a framework that had been provided from outside. The school of Padua was the result of a common eff ort that was internal, but in a sense also because of external needs and suggestions.
The Jewish communities did not split, either, when it came to choosing teachers for the school. They had no hesitation in nominating Samuel David Luzzatto, born in Trieste, 27 years old, but already well known and admired for his intellectual qualities, which he had demonstrated as a historian of Jewish religious literature and as a rigorous Hebrew scholar, and the 24-year-old Lelio Della Torre from Cuneo, then well known and highly esteemed for his qualities as a Hebrew poet and a brilliant orator. Both were strictly orthodox as regards the Halacha, but they were tolerant and enjoyed good relations with those supporting a modern revision of it. As young men, they could invest energy and devotion in the enterprise and be cherished by the students (as it really happened)
.
Thus the Breslau Seminary and the Rabbinical College of Padua were born under diff erent stars, though with a single aim: the preparation and education of a rabbinate that was appropriate for a period in which the Jews were no longer-as they were at the time of the crusades and Christian supremacy-a minority that was diff erent from the surrounding world in its religion and customs, usually closed up in itself, sometimes outlawed or persecuted, but a minority that was active in society, economically and socially integrated, with civil rights and aspirations to full political rights, often attending non-Jewish schools and educated in a non-Jewish culture, and sometimes living more in a non-Jewish milieu than in a Jewish one.
The programmes and courses of the two institutes
When it was founded, the Breslau Seminary, while maintaining its ties with tradition, seemed a more innovative institute than other schools, whose aim was to train rabbis, that were to be found in Central-Eastern Europe, first of all, for its potential students: it offered its services-as the above mentioned historians of German Judaism in the nineteenth century remind 6 -not only to those Jews who aspired to become rabbis but also to those who wished to extend their knowledge of Hebrew and Jewish culture before becoming teachers in the lower schools of their communities and those who wanted to take preliminary courses in Judaism with a view to further studies. So there were three distinct sectors in the Seminary: it was meant to be not only a rabbinical school but also a centre of Jewish life and culture for young German-speaking Jews of the period. And yet, significantly, as early as 1880, about 20 years after it had been founded, the last two sectors were no longer active for lack of students. It is hard to say if the lack of interest in these first two levels of instruction was the result of shortcomings in the teaching, a failure of the courses to live up to expectations, or a tendency of young German Jews in the last years of that century to acquire more a non-Jewish education in non-Jewish schools, as the necessary basis for their integration in German society and State, than a Jewish education in Jewish institutions.
The courses of the Seminary were run by teachers who were familiar with both Jewish and non-Jewish studies, as I have remarked, but who certainly were more scientists, historians, and literary critics than men grown up and deeply steeped in an atmosphere of Jewish belief and piety. They certainly did not refrain from keeping up the traditional forms of worship, but they saw Judaism more as a culture than as the eternal work of divine revelation and the result of prophetic or divine inspiration. Their teachings, therefore, tended to illustrate a Judaism that was considered in relation to the historical-cultural environments it had variously belonged to. Frankel read the Talmudic sources, bearing in mind the ways in which they had been formed (he had written an introduction to the Mishna, Derache' Mishna, published in Leipzig in 1859, in which this historical aspect, which implied criticism of the idea, dear to orthodoxy, of an oral law given directly to Moses on Sinai, was particularly emphasized). Graetz introduced a Biblical exegesis that set the commentators in the currents of Jewish history rather than seeing them all as contemporaries, as it usually happens in traditional Jewish exegesis (he later became famous as the first great modern historian of Judaism). Bernays and Joël were both influenced by German Romanticism: the former taught Jewish philosophy, and the latter Midrash, both linking Greek philology and classical culture with Hebrew language and Jewish texts. Zuckermann was interested in the Hebraic calendar in the liturgy and ceremonies, in the light of the knowledge of mathematics, physics, and astronomy he had acquired in studying the history of mathematics and science. The pedagogical methods of all the masters of the Seminary encouraged objectivity, exactness, and thinking based on the analysis of data and facts. They aimed to transmit to their pupils a historical-scientific knowledge and to train them to be independent from the past evaluations and critical of any absolute authority. The future rabbis and mentors of German Jewry were supposed to combine love of their co-religionists with a love of universal human culture.
The programmes and courses of the Rabbinical College of Padua were more conservative than those of the Breslau Seminary. Luzzatto-as the documents testify 7 -was in charge of the teaching that appeared under the heading of "Oral Subjects" (exegesis, linguistics, history, and theology in Judaism), and Della Torre was in charge of the teaching of "Traditional Subjects" (Jewish rites and homiletics). The College did not offer courses for those who were not intending to become rabbis: the traditional aim of the institute-to form rabbis for Italian-speaking Jewish communities-corresponded perfectly to the personalities of the two teachers who had essentially been educated in their families and religious communities, with a primary loyalty to Jewish piety and tradition, although they were also great (self-taught) readers, above all of Greek, Latin, Italian, and French texts.
We know what the College's programmes were from the Regolamento [Regulations] that was published in Venice in 1827, which also contained the admission procedure for students, the school calendar, the hours of lessons, and the nominations of teachers. According to section VII of the Regolamento, the course on the Bible was to be accompanied by the comments of David ben Joseph Kimchi, Yzchaq ben Yehuda Abrabanel, and Abraham ibn The project is striking for the remarkable presence of authors who had been active in Italian territory, although, in some cases, they were from Spain (such as Abrabanel or Zarfati)-a clear sign of a desire, on the part of those promoting the College, to connect up with a peculiarly Italian Jewish tradition. Yet, in spite of the use of the commentaries of the past, the teaching methods were modern: philology, historiography, and philosophy were seen as indispensable tools for acquiring Judaism, leaving aside the traditional method based only on keeping memory alive, arguing about religious texts, and connecting theory and halachic observance. And yet, despite this shared rationalist outlook about Jewish learning, the two institutes were diff erent: the German-speaking one seemed to favor an analysis of the sources of Judaism using modern scientifi c and historical tools with the aim of abandoning older, no longer valid approaches; while the Italian one seemed to want to use those same tools to revive the Jewish tradition, which was to be welcomed in every aspect. Both schools wanted to preserve the Mitzvot: but while that of Breslau was cautiously welcoming toward the desire for changes, for example, in prayer and liturgy, that of Padua was wholly negative with regard to any reform in Jewish life and doctrines. While Frankel took an active part at the Conference of rabbis in Germany that were discussing the relation between tradition and modernity in Judaism, defending his compromise views, Luzzatto declared himself hostile to the very idea of a Conference of Italian rabbis about this subject, as we can see from his correspondence with Isaac Samuel Reggio in the years 1838-1839 12 .
The fundamental inspiration of the two institutes: scientific reason versus common sense
In 1904, a year celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of the foundation of the Breslau Seminary, a deeply felt recollection written by Hermann Cohen, who had entered it in 1857, appeared in a German-Jewish journal.
13 This is how the philosopher described the spirit that animated the school and its teachers, and to which he claimed to have remained true down the years, in the course of which he had become-in 1873-a professor in a German university, rather than a rabbi in a Jewish community:
Where science does not become a part of faith itself, but remains alongside it, then, inevitably, it has a function of control. And if the rabbis are told that their cooperation is necessary, then their very spiritual effectiveness is conditioned by their incessant joint work with science. This is the significance of the tendency and the sense of the school of Breslau; a significance that has not yet been fully considered. This respect in the face of science, as if before the final appeal of all human devotion, was transmitted from these great masters to us all.
[…] "Let not words be graven (Charuth) in tables of stone, but may freedom (Cheruth) be in them". May the free spirit of science always assist this august school. 14 Cohen, of course, was well aware, when he wrote those lines, that the Seminary of Breslau, as part of a Jewish community animated by both progressive and conservative tendencies, had to maintain a moderate position, a certain ambiguity as to the relation between faith and reason. We may suppose, indeed, that Cohen himself, having taken part when very young in the conflict that had set Frankel against the orthodox rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch on the source of the oral Thora, that is, the oral tradition that had then been codified in the Talmud-coming for Hirsch from a divine revelation to Moses at Sinai and for Frankel from human faculties over the centuries-had left the school before finishing his rabbinical studies, hardly two years after his arrival, exactly because dissatisfied with the outcome of the dispute: Frankel, against Hirsch-so Cohen could recognize at that time-had not fully clarified his thinking and had wavered between recognizing the traditional religious vision and defending the historical point of view founded on facts and reasoning 15 . And yet Cohen was convinced that, in its way of educating, the Seminary was fundamentally founded on the scientific spirit.
16 It was the reason, as it is displayed in science-above all in the natural sciences and then in the human sciences-that was the guide there, even when, in the desire to avoid painful lacerations in the Jewish world, the results of its procedures were not always openly and explicitly defended. However, in the years of the fi rst world war-when the sun had set on the age of a positivist faith in scientifi c reason, to which even the social and political progress of humanity had been entrusted-Cohen was to develop another idea of reason, seeing it at work not so much in science and in the philosophy built on science (according to the Greek style of philosophizing) as in the Jewish sources: reason as the instrument that gives human beings the knowledge of their relationship with God as the Unique and the Holy, and produces religious love, compassion, and kindness in their souls, a practical reason that reveals itself as a divine gift. In his posthumous book, Religion der Vernunft aus den Quellen des Judentums [Religion of reason out of the sources of Judaism], published in 1919 and reprinted in a revised version in 1929, Cohen will show how the relationship between human beings and God through a reason which is the guide for our actions in society and history, is the condition of the possibility of human culture: science, law, economics, politics, arts have this reason as their root and their fi nal meaning and aim. Still, Cohen will keep his high appreciation of scientifi c reason that allows our precise knowledge of natural and historical phenomena.
The general outlook of the Rabbinical College of Padua seemed diff erent: here reason was not seen as a theoretic faculty, the intellect that presides over knowledge of nature and history, but as combining with feeling, and therefore defi nable as common sense, or sound human intellect. Luzzatto, as he explained in his above reminded Autobiography, did not like Maimonides' rationalism in the Guide of the Perplexed and in the Mishne Thora, or philosophy built on the use of pure theoretic reason. What he had liked since adolescence, as he writes in his recollections, was to read Cicero, the English empiricists, the French sensationalists, the Catholic thinkers of his time, such as Francesco Soave (who can be regarded as the precursor of the liberal Catholic thinkers active in Italy in the mid-nineteenth century, Antonio Rosmini and Vincenzo Gioberti), and philosophers who were able to create a link between the sense and reason, tradition and rational criticism, faith and reasoning 
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-gives only fl owers, Jewish thinking gives fruits; if scientifi c progress is in debt to Greek civilization, moral and religious progress is in debt to Jewish civilization.
Luzzatto was fairly suspicious (as we can infer also from his text Il Giudaismo illustrato nella sua teorica, nella sua storia e nella sua letteratura,[Judaism explained in its theory, history, literature], Padua 1848) about the enthusiasm of many of his co-religionists in the peninsula for the Risorgimento, which aimed to create a liberal Italian state: modern civilization seemed to him to contain dangerous germs in that it denies whatever cannot be founded on theoretic reason; hence the devaluation, which the modern mind seems to imply, of all the ideas and feelings grounded on faith, customs inherited from tradition, or the memory of the past. Luzzatto did not share the idea of progress that other Italian Jews of his age strongly supported. 19 Yet he would always reject fanaticism, intolerance and harshness: thus, his correspondence in Hebrew shows him to have been on warm terms with many radical exponents of the Wissenschaft des Judentums, the movement which fi rstly introduced the modern scientifi c point of view in Judaism, like Abraham Geiger, as well as with orthodox rabbis and Jews in Galizia or Poland. 20 The fundamental inspiration of the Breslau Seminary, then, diff ered from that of the Rabbinical College of Padua: set in a German Lutheran context, the former found it diffi cult to strike a balance between faith and reason and seems to have opted for critical, scientific reason to evaluate the Jewish sources; the latter, in an Italian Catholic context, where there was a sense of continuity between past and present, Latin civilization and Christianity, revelation and reason-a continuity demonstrated by the Thomist doctrine that is still alive in the Catholic Church in modern times-took its bearings from a shared human capacity, recta ratio or sound human intellect, that embraced both sensibility and reason.
Concluding remarks
The Breslau Seminary had to close in 1938 as a result of National-Socialist persecution. Here many important figures of German Jewry, who had become guides in their communities, had been trained. Its activities had continued unbroken for various decades, which had seen the transformation both of society at large-from the rise of the German nation and the creation of a State down to the Wilhelmine period, the first world war, the Weimar Republic and its later crisis-and of the Jewish world, which had become more and more integrated in the economic, social, and cultural life of Germany and also more and more forced into a moral and intellectual self-defense. Frankel, who had been its director until 1875, evidently had successors who knew how to maintain the school and its reputation.
Samuel David Luzzatto
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. And the Roman College makes a big eff ort to take again, at least in part, the programmes that were the basis for the teaching work at the Padua College. 23 However, the times changed. According to the new situation of the orthodox Jewry in the State of Israel and the Diaspora, the life of this rabbinical institution also changed: inspiration, methods, and texts of reference are no more similar to those of Luzzatto's age.
It seems to me that there is a discontinuity in the history of Italian rabbinical institutes between the fi rst half of nineteenth century and later periods. The experience of the Rabbinical College of Padua lasted only a few decades and ended without leaving real heirs in Italy: it had trained most of the rabbis who were active between the late nineteenth century and the early twentieth century-orthodox or moderately reforming rabbis, who were respected and honored heads of Jewish communities, many of whom no longer practised their religion. The need to combine love for the Jewish tradition with a renewal of Judaism, which had been registered by the Padua College, was certainly registered by those who had studied there. But this was never really understood by the rabbinical schools in Italy after 1871, the date of the close of the Padua school. The delicate balance between tradition and modernity was the prerogative of this school, no more present with the same intensity in the late Colleges.
The Breslau Seminary and the Rabbinical College of Padua did not share the same fate. In the former, the violent interruption of its activities followed a long period of infl uence on the Jewish environment that the institute served; in the latter, the deterioration, mostly because of the historical events, followed a short period of fl ourishing. In a letter from Philadelphia, published in 1879 in "Il Vessillo Israelitico," Morais wrote:
The Jewish faith will be renewed and strengthened in the new continent by promoting everywhere the historical and literary knowledge of the Bible and traditions, […] giving every encouragement to the young who long to cultivate the knowledge that is our special legacy, […] making worship attractive by providing the means by which sacred music and oratorical eloquence may become part of school teaching. 24 In these words, we can hear an echo of a reforming season that had begun in Italy and Germany in the nineteenth century and that deserved to be taken up and developed later in other parts of the world in favor of Judaism.
In 1887 Morais founded in New York the Jewish Theological Seminary, which now, in turn, through its teachers and rabbis, its studies and thinking, brings back to the Jewish communities of Europe and the Mediterranean the spirit that gave birth to it: that mild and balanced spirit which, when faced with confl icts and breakdowns, goes in search of the right means, without hiding the diffi culties that such an attempt will necessarily create. The very complexity of Judaism should make us refl ect on the original, signifi cant characteristic of an approach that tries to avoid extremism and is now associated with a conservative tendency in present-day Jewish communities.
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